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          Hi,

Somehow we break something in our app. and when we try to open a any Document. the app stop responding.

I looked it up and found that when I delete the file inside the container /AppData/Library/Caches/trn_thumb_cache, app works again. I shared the file.

is there any idea what is the main cause of that problem, thanks and sorry for lack of information.

Regards

trn_thumb_cache.zip (883.6 KB)
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Cross-Platform (Core) PDF Content Extraction Library
	Cross-Platform (Core) PDF Annotation Library
	PDF/A Conversion Library on Cross-Platform (Core)
	PDF Manipulation Library for Cross-Platform (Core)

APIs:	PDFViewCtrl - public void setupThumbnails (boolean use_embedded, boolean generate_at_runtime, boolean use_disk_cache, int thumb_max_side_length, long max_abs_cache_size, double max_perc_cache_size)
	PDFCompat.PDFViewCtrl - public static void SetupThumbnails (long impl, boolean use_embedded, boolean generate_at_runtime, boolean use_disk_cache, int thumb_max_side_length, long max_abs_cache_size, double max_perc_cache_size)
	ThumbAsyncHandler - public abstract void thumbAsyncHandlerProc (int page_num, boolean was_thumb_found, Object thumb_buf, int thumb_width, int thumb_height, Object custom_data)

Forums:	How to reset to “default” zoom
	Signature thumbnail showing wrong preview and Add new signature button
	How do I rotate a PDF page?
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          When did this start occurring? What changed at that time?

Please provide full error message, stack trace, and any related logs.

Are you able to reproduce the issue using one of the sample projects in our SDK?

Or does this only occur in your own project? If so, we would need access, or related code snippets.

Is the issue specific to a certain file? If so, we would need that file to diagnose further.

Does the issue occur, or not occur, on certain devices? If so please provide details.

What version of our SDK are you using?
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